MediaNAV™
System Control Interface

Sierra Video’s Advanced System Control Framework Runs on Select Sierra Video Routers and Control Platforms. System configuration and control from any device with a web browser. Configure with the Intuitive GUI Routing Switchers, Remote Control Panels, GUI consoles, and more. Manage using Simple Tools Routing Switchers: crosspoints, names, power supply status Monitor hardware panels, multi- viewers, routers, and more. Operate easily with any Web Browser Source, Destination, Level and Preset selections Trigger router salvos and multi-viewer layout recalls, and more.

The MediaNav Software and Mediator - EC Controller are built into Ponderosa 3G HD-SDI Routers. It is optional on all other platforms.

FEATURES

Hierarchical and modular to manage & control small or large systems; routing switchers, multi-viewers, and other devices

Designed for today’s mobile environments - Point-and-click, Touch-and-click, Remote access

Browser-based Graphical User Interface - No software application to load. Supports Windows, MAC, iPad and smart phones

Intuitive, easy to use and configure GUI

Allows the switching of multiple routers from a single UI

Control from hardware control panels or from a web based GUI

User access control with powerful security layer

Scalable from small to large systems

Recall layouts on Sierra View Multi-viewers

Mediator - EC Controller - Ethernet 10/100/1000 Mbps, solid state drive. No hard drive. RS232 RS485 for remote aux panels, Power: AC 100–240v, 50–60Hz, FCC, CE, UL and ROHS compliance

MediaNAV™
Advanced System Control Framework